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Kimble’s story began with a collaborative approach to smile design. Multimedia and photo-interpretation was used to enhance communication and define preferences. Wash bake methods, internal effect pastes, and porcelains of varied translucencies were harmonized to create beautiful, intrinsic qualities. Cutback and layering techniques, pioneered by MicroDental’s cto and AADC accredited cdt Lee Culp, resulted in individualized, anatomical subtleties for each restoration.

From full-mouth rejuvenations to single tooth restorations; MACVENEERS™ to crowns, bridges, implants and removables; MicroDental’s MACSTUDIO team can help create A SMILE FOR EVERY STORY™.
Why Is Neuromuscular Dentistry So Important?

Several surveys taken on this subject indicate that perhaps as much as 80% of the population is not in their physiologically correct biting position. Although this does not mean that all of them have symptoms that need treatment, as many as half of them may have problems associated with their pathologic position. How could that be?
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WHY IS NEUROMUSCULAR DENTISTRY SO IMPORTANT?

Several surveys taken on this subject indicate that perhaps as much as 80% of the population is not in their physiologically correct biting position. Although this does not mean that all of them have symptoms that need treatment, as many as half of them may have problems associated with their pathologic position. How could that be? Why would such a large part of the population be potentially pathologic? Truth is it’s only the Western population. If someone examines the primitive cultures out there, they do not have much malocclusion. Those of you familiar with Dr. Weston Price’s work are aware of that.

However, modern society has created the situation that causes so many people to have a biting position that is not in their physiologically comfortable position. The big question is why? What is it that caused so many developmental problems? This has been thoroughly explained in the lifetime of work by the late Dr. Jim Garry. Jim helped...
so many people in his life, either directly or indirectly, by teaching dentists to recognize the signs and symptoms of airway obstruction. All I know in this area came from this great man and one of my greatest honors was when Jim willed me his lifetime of work and presentations.

Yes, the causative factor in most occlusal disharmony cases is airway obstruction during the developmental stages of a child. If we, as physicians of the mouth, can determine those signs and symptoms and then correct the problems, we can prevent these children from growing up to be occlusally compromised adults. **This could prevent many people from a lifetime of suffering from craniofacial disorders (CMD).**

So many children in Western society have snotty runny noses due to allergies. The most common food allergen is cow’s milk, followed by chocolate and cola. Wheat is not far behind. The point is the environmental situation causes many western children to have allergies. This causes the mucous buildup which prevents the cilia in the nose from doing their job. The cilia beat at 10 to 20 times a second, and its job is to transfer the bacteria down into the throat to be swallowed and then eliminated out of the body in our waste. If the cilia can’t do its job, the bacteria sit in the back of the throat and cultures, causing the tonsils and adenoids to work overtime to fight the bacterial buildup. This causes hypertrophy of the tonsils and adenoids which lead to the patient’s difficulty in breathing through their noses. **The patient then becomes a mouth breather.**

So you’re thinking, so what? Why would being a mouth breather cause malocclusion? This is really quite simple. There is a constant battle in arch development between the sphincter action of the buccinator muscles and the outward forces of the tongue. **When a patient breathes through their mouth, the tongue is placed in an abnormal position and does not support the optimal maxillary arch form.** Because the tongue is removed from the picture, the buccinator muscles win the war and the buccinator constricts the arch. The constriction of the arch creates less room for the teeth causing malocclusion. Also, in a mouth breather, the tongue may rest on the posterior teeth and prevent them from completely erupting, causing a bicuspid drop off. This requires the patient to retrude their mandible in order to get the back teeth together, causing a deep overbite.

With the bite now over closed and the mandible retruded, there is even less room for the tongue when the mouth is closed. It forces the tongue back, shutting off the airway. **So in order to breathe, they have to open their mouths so the tongue can move forward.** These individuals become chronic mouth breathers for the rest of their life. There is also a 75% overlap of CMD patients and OSA (obstructive sleep apnea). There are common origins in the etiology of both of these conditions, which is why co-treating these patients is so important. OSA is a killer and nothing could be more powerful for dentists than saving someone’s life.
Of course there are many other symptoms that can be created by airway obstruction, anterior open bite, cross bite, class III, class II, and too many others to talk about in this article, but hopefully the reader understands the stomatognathic imbalance that can occur when there is a disharmony between the forces acting upon the dental arch. It’s when the arch reaches a neutral position between the forces of the buccinator muscles and tongue that the arch stabilizes.

With the constriction of the arch comes a high palate. The high palate creates a reduction in turbinate space. With the reduction in the turbinate space, any inflammation of the sinus will cause enough swelling of the tissue to restrict or block the airway and the ability of the patient to breath through their nose. Children with airway obstruction problems resulting in malocclusion and high palates, become adults with chronic airway problems due to the reduction in turbinate space, many times requiring turbinate reduction surgery.

So why do these children grow up to be adults with TMD problems? When the arch is not formed properly, the mandible is not positioned properly either. If the mandible is not in its comfortable position, then their muscles are forced into a chronic contraction state (hypertonicity). That chronic contraction causes muscle pain. Dr. Janet Travell (JFK and Lyndon Johnson’s physician) years ago stated that 90% of pain comes from muscles. For every muscle that is in chronic contraction, there are antagonist muscles that are forced to contract as well. It’s why neck and shoulder pain are often associated with a bad bite.

The key for the modern practicing dentist is to be able to recognize the signs and symptoms in children to prevent them from becoming chronic adult pain patients as adults, which require complex restorative or orthodontic treatment to help them. The signs and symptoms in children will still be there as adults. Then it’s up to the dentist to learn the fundamentals of how to diagnose the problems and treat them accordingly.

---

**Step one.** Realize that as dentists we can have a dramatic affect on the patient’s health and happiness and even their lifespan.

**Step two.** Learn the early signs in children to prevent a lifetime of problems.

**Step three.** Learn the techniques to treat children and adults with pain causing occlusal disharmony problems.

---

A wise man once said, the less you know the more everything seems normal. Another wise man said that you can’t diagnose what you can’t see. Unfortunately, many uninformed dentists can’t see the signs and symptoms that dentists educated in this area can see. Their reaction is to accuse the educated dentists of over treating when in actuality, they are undertreating and misdiagnosing. Commit to becoming the best you can be by incorporating neuromuscular treatment and sleep dentistry into your practice and change your life and the lives of your patients.
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To our laboratory, neuromuscular dentistry is much more than a bite; it is a process, a step-by-step meticulous management of a bite. The concepts and components of Neuromuscular Dentistry have provided the occlusal guidelines for our lab for the past twelve years.

When neuromuscular protocol is followed, we, as a lab, become much more conscientious to the details of the case, as well as the dentist and their team.

Aesthetics are important; but paramount to the success of the case is the health of the patient. If a new vertical increase is necessary for the advancement of the patient’s health, the stabilization of that vertical increase becomes a priority. The techniques used with NM dentistry connect the dots as this stabilization takes place. Doctor, lab and patient form the perfect triad for success with this method.

In our laboratory, the NM approach guides all the cases we receive and gives us the confidence that we are handling these cases with the greatest care and knowledge possible.

Michael L Milne, CDT, LVIM
MicroDental a DTI Laboratory
LVI Master Technician
As a dental laboratory serving clients across North America for more than 40 years, we have been involved with many cases involving TMD/TMJ. Over the past 20 years, an increasing percentage of these have involved dentists employing neuromuscular principles.

Based on regular long-term feedback from our clients and their patients, our experience with neuromuscular cases over the years has been universally successful. We have seen, and continue to see, a wide variety of severe problems related to TMD resolved successfully by neuromuscular-based restorative treatment (after other philosophies failed to provide the patient with relief).

The keys to success have been the LVI training, which is readily available to both clinician and technician on all aspects of neuromuscular treatment and the commitment from all parties involved to regularly and effectively communicate throughout the restorative process.

It is an exciting time to be involved in dentistry, and neuromuscular modalities are a key part of bringing new and rewarding treatment options and outcomes to the patient base.

Ulf Broda, RDT, CDT
Aurum Ceramic Dental Laboratories
Manager, Cosmetic and Neuromuscular Department

As NM grows in acceptance …..so does the demand for highly trained technicians that understand NM occlusion that are motivated and willing to work hand in hand for ideal results with their dentist clients. We have found NM practicing clinicians to be very motivated to learn the best and newest techniques.

There are many aspects of any dental procedure that make it “successful”. The final result aesthetics (how the patient perceives the end result) , long term function, predictability, ease of use, ease…BUT it must also be easy to implement and understandable by the average general dentist that wants to incorporate occlusal rehabilitations into their day to day practices. It can’t be something that just a chosen few that have “amazing” talents can do…It must be easily grasped. We have found NM to fill this void for many and helped thousands of patients worldwide in the process (that may have never been helped otherwise).

As a highly trained CR lab for over 30 years….training closely with the “best of the best” in the CR modality we saw many unpredictable failures and were in search of something new and more functionally repeatable that the average dentist could use in their practice.

Bob Clark, CDT, LVIM, LVI Master Technician
Williams Dental Laboratory
In the year 2000 I sold my dental lab of twenty years in Chicago and moved to Florida to be near my family and of course the beach. I did this because I was tired and bored going through the motions making a lot of molars. Because of our Dawson training we did our share of full mouth cases; however the frustration level was profoundly high. I felt like I had no idea what was going on during the process of restoration and the outcome was never predictable.

In 2004 I wandered into LVI and sat down in a class that completely changed everything. The class was “the neuromuscular technician”. Before I could ask the question “why” I was shown with measurements and computer verified proof that our bite was spot on! The lab I now have works exclusively with LVI grads and those on the journey. When we do a full mouth or full arch case I completely understand the entire process and can see the verification with every step. Every week we get compliments on how we changed someone’s life with their new smile and their new life without pain. We get to do the most wonderfully complicated cases. We have been a part of successfully restoring cases that other non-LVI dentists would not even touch.

While over two thousand dental labs closed last year, in 2011 our revenues were up. Our level of job satisfaction and respect from our clients is profoundly increased from the old days. For the first time in over thirty years I can truly say I love my job on a daily basis.

James Kash, CDT

NM Dentistry is the path I chose because it’s Neuro-responsible.

I began my career as a dental lab tech when I was 19, I turn 59 this year and I have seen a lot!

Alongside this I pursued my studies as a figurative sculptor, studying anatomy, the HUMAN FORM and function.

Whole body dentistry only came about with Neuromuscular principles and a raise in consciousness. I was hooked because it finally all made sense. Dentists can do so much these days to help their patients. NM dentistry has given them tools to see the BIG picture the HUMAN FORM and function.

This is why I feel very good as a lab tech supporting NM dentists.

Cynthia Wright, CDT, LVI Master Technician

Course Dates:

Neuromuscular Technician • October 20-22, 2012
Full Mouth Waxing • December 1-3, 2012
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Dear Heidi,

My wife snores! She says that she doesn’t…but, how does she know? She’s asleep! I am up half the night nudging her and telling her to turn to her side. Everyone keeps telling me this could be a serious medical condition. Is snoring really that big of a deal?

Sincerely, your sleep deprived reader,
Bob
Omaha, NE

Dear Bob,

Although your letter made me giggle a bit…I want you to know that YES, snoring IS a big deal. It could be a sign of Sleep Apnea. Sleep Apnea means to stop breathing during sleep. This is very serious indeed! When someone snores, it could involve a physical obstruction of the upper airway and this would then be what we call Sleep Disordered Breathing (SDB). Sleep apnea is very serious. Not only can it lead to hypertension, cardiovascular events, GERD, and diabetes, it increases the risk of early death.

You should encourage your wife to have a medical and a dental exam by doctors who each deal with this disorder. You should also have Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA) training so that you can help her and your patients in the future. From the dental perspective, a custom fitted oral appliance (such as the LVI Somnomed) can be fabricated. This appliance is worn during sleep to stop the jaw from falling back. This helps to keep the airway open. In severe cases a patient may need to be treated by CPAP in addition to the LVI Somnodent.

I hope you will encourage your wife to have this checked out. Not only will you add years to her life…but yours as well!

Heidi
Dear Heidi,

I have suffered from migraine headaches for years…and I don’t know where to turn. I have been treated by every doctor imaginable and besides placing me on medications no one has been able to help me. Tumor has been ruled out as well. I am miserable and it seems I’m out of my office more than I am in it. Can my bite be the issue?

Chandra
Dallas, TX

Chandra,

I am so glad that you wrote to me. As a past migraine sufferer, I ‘feel your pain...LITERALLY! My heart goes out to you, as I know firsthand how debilitating migraine headaches can be. I suffered from migraines since the age of 13. As a young dentist my situation worsened after I was equilibrated into a CR position that retruded my mandible. After that I suffered daily headaches and weekly migraines that kept me out of the office and in the darkest room of my home (my closet!) When I learned about NM Dentistry I had my bite checked and the findings were amazing! I was only 1mm retruded and had many functional interferences. The EMG’s of my muscles confirmed hypertonicity in my current position. My anterior temporalis muscles were off the charts! As you know this muscle retrudes and elevates the mandible and is innervated by the Trigeminal Nerve. This muscle plays a big role in headaches. We TENSed me and coronoplastied my natural teeth to the Neuromuscular position...a place where my muscles are comfortable and are hypotonic. Because my teeth are my hard tissue stops, the coronoplasty a position in which my muscles are comfortable...and because of this I have not had a single migraine in over 10 years! That is the power of NM Dentistry.

If you have searched all other avenues without relief...you should really look at your teeth/bite to see if that is the culprit. You are not alone. More than 30' Million Americans suffer from migraines. Women are affected 3x more often than men.

With NM dentistry we relax the muscles with a TENS machine to achieve physiologic rest. After TENS these muscles are now Non-Pathologic. The muscles associated with both the Trigeminal and the Facial Nerves are all relaxed via TENS. Then we build the bite to where these muscles are comfortable. By decreasing the noxious stimulus of these muscles to the Trigeminal Complex...we can get rid of migraine. By the way, I have helped every patient that has presented to me with symptoms of migraine. How powerful is that?

Continued on page 16
Dear Heidi,

I am assuming the Class V restorations you are filling are abfractive areas. Abfractions are largely caused by flexural forces. The weakest part of the tooth is where the enamel ends and the cementum begins. If occlusal forces are not down the long access of the tooth, this causes flex in this area. You probably noticed a V or C shaped notch where this occurs. The enamel rods have broken down at the location.

You are doing the right thing by placing a filling in this area. There is NOT a problem with your bonding material or your technique. The problem lies in the occlusion. As a NM dentist, I adjust the bite in function trying to get those forces down the long access of the tooth. Achieving correct centric is very important on opening and closing. Getting rid of chewing interferences is equally important to attain a balanced bite free of interferences. These interferences are the cause of the abfractions. Adjusting the ‘chewing cycle’ correctly will assure long-lasting restorations in these areas for you.

If you are unsure how to adjust the bite in these ways, please join us at LVI in Core I where we discuss these techniques in depth.

Hope this helped to explain what is really happening with your fillings,

Heidi

Your first step is to come to LVI’s Core I program and start learning this yourself. Your second step is to become a patient yourself so that you can be cured of this pain. By learning this type of dentistry you will be helping so many of your patients and you will also better the quality of your life. You would be TENSed and a NM bite would be taken and an Orthotic (a mandibular repositioning appliance) would be fabricated. This is the first step to help diagnose if your teeth are the reason for your migraines. I’d put money on the fact that they are!!

I think your health may see a turnaround soon!

Heidi
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Educated Team = Educated Patients

Minette Galura-Boquiren

Has this ever happened to you? Your doctor just completed an exam and explained in detail the treatment that is needed because they have a poor bite. However, as soon as your doctor walks out of the room, the patient turns to you and says, “What do I need again?” The TEAM is the link between the doctor and patient; we are the ones that make things happen!

Recognizing the musculoskeletal signs and symptoms is the first step. EVERY team member should be able to comfortably identify the intra-oral and extra-oral signs in order to correlate them with the patient’s symptoms. Having a thorough understanding of the signs and symptoms allows us to effectively communicate with our patients in terms that they can understand. In addition, the acquisition of good diagnostic data: photos, radiographs/CTs, and models, help the patient further comprehend the treatment and enable them to co-diagnose with the doctor. Once the patient gets “it”, it’s our job to make sure it gets done!

I remember how daunting it seemed at first; like it was going to be so hard to be able to do everything that is needed in a Neuromuscular office. But in many ways it isn’t different at all and in the end, it is much easier when we start with comprehensive care in the first place. As usual, the neuromuscular-based appointment is made and the recordkeeping is in order: consents signed, charts documented, payment plan in place. We set up the operatory while planning ahead for what we need for materials in order to minimize wait time for the patient and the doctor. We provide efficient assistance
during the procedure in a number of ways, whether it is palpating the muscles for accurate placement of the TENS pads, to running the computerized K7 with ease, to taking the ideal H.I.P. impression on the first try, or simply observing the patient while the doctor shoots the bite to ensure that they remain in good posture. We also aid our labs by providing them with accurate impressions and complete lab prescriptions with the bite details so we don’t “lose the bite.”

In my years of experience working chairside in the LVI faculty practice, directing the smooth running of our hands-on clinics, and helping to teach in our team programs here at LVI, my observations have been this: the more the team members know, the more they help to elevate your practice to another level. Education is KEY! Our programs are designed keeping this in mind. When a doctor takes a program at LVI, there is a team program that coincides. Knowledge is power and I encourage every team member to take it to the next level!

No matter what we do, the Team’s job is to support the doctor in providing the best care and treatment possible for the patient. When all of this happens seamlessly, the patient is comfortable and relaxed during their visit. They may still turn to you for a few answers ...however, they also turn to you for a big “Thank You” as well!
Temporomandibular Disorders:  
A Position Paper of the International College of Cranio-Mandibular Orthopedics (ICCMO)

“Measure what is measurable and what is not measurable, make measurable.”
Galileo Galilei

ABSTRACT: Purpose: Two principal schools of thought regarding the etiology and optimal treatment of temporomandibular disorders exist; one physical/functional, the other biopsychosocial. This position paper establishes the scientific basis for the physical/functional. The ICCMO Position: Temporomandibular disorders (TMD) comprise a group of musculoskeletal disorders, affecting alterations in the structure and/or function of the temporomandibular joints (TMJ), masticatory muscles, dentition and supporting structures. The initial TMD diagnosis is based on history, clinical examination and imaging, if indicated. Diagnosis is greatly enhanced with physiologic measurement devices, providing objective measurements of the functional status of the masticatory system: TMJs, muscles and dental occlusion. The American Alliance of TMD organizations represent thousands of clinicians involved in the treatment of TMD. The ten basic principles of the Alliance include the following statement: Dental occlusion may have a significant role in TMD; as a cause, precipitant and /or perpetuating factor. Therefore, it can be stated that the overwhelming majority of dentists treating TMD believe dental occlusion plays a major role in predisposition, precipitation and perpetuation. While our membership believes that occlusal treatments most frequently resolve TMD, it is recognized that TMD can be multi faceted and may exist with co-morbid physical or emotional factors that may require therapy by appropriate providers. The International College of Cranio-Mandibular Orthopedics (ICCMO), composed of academic and clinical dentists, believes that TMD has a primary physical/functional basis. Initial conservative and reversible TMD treatment employing a therapeutic neuromuscular orthosis that incorporates relaxed, healthy masticatory muscle function and a stable occlusion is most often successful. This is accomplished using objective measurement technologies and ultra low frequency transcutaneous electrical neural stimulation (TENS). Conclusion: Extensive literature substantiates the scientific validity of the physical/functional basis of TMD, efficacy of measurement devices and TENS and their use as aids in diagnosis and in establishing a therapeutic neuromuscular dental occlusion. Clinical Implications: A scientifically valid basis for TMD diagnosis and treatment is presented aiding in therapy.
Introduction

The International College of Cranio-Mandibular Orthopedics (ICCMO) was founded in 1979 as an independent dental organization to encourage research, improve clinical practice and education related to objective measurements of the physiology of the stomatognathic system. Studies by Dr. Bernard Jankelson of the physiology of human dental occlusion, published in 1955, resulted in recognition of the scientific need to quantify the function of the masticatory system. These studies were a driving force in the development, and then introduction, of a physiologically based, objectively measured concept of dental occlusion, called neuromuscular occlusion. Dr. Jankelson’s studies of the physiology of human dental occlusion concept he introduced in 1973. Clinically usable devices to measure the function of the components of the masticatory system, the TMJ, muscles and dental occlusion were subsequently invented.2-4 Objective measurements of masticatory function and dental occlusion, established the scientific validity of the neuromuscular occlusion concept and its clinical utility.

Like other medical disciplines responsible for diagnosis and treatment of musculoskeletal disorders, the use of objective measurement facilitates differential diagnosis and results in improved treatment outcomes for multi-etiological conditions. Hence, these modalities are tools for diagnosis and treatment of TMD.

ICCMO fosters neuromuscular concepts and practices to alleviate painful conditions related to malocclusion, mandibular, head and neck musculoskeletal dysfunction, including temporomandibular disorders. Members are in both clinical practice and academic institutions, with sections in the USA, Canada, Japan, Italy, Germany, France and South America.

ICCMO members recognize that temporomandibular disorders (TMD) most commonly have a physical/physiological basis with dental malocclusion as a major etiologic agent. They employ neuromuscular occlusal therapies as primary modalities to improve muscle and joint function, utilizing objective measurement data to optimize treatment outcome. These clinical modalities are applied to the treatment of patients with TMD and others who require significant alteration or restoration to a physiological dental occlusion.

II. Temporomandibular Disorders

Temporomandibular disorders (TMD) comprise a group of musculoskeletal disorders that affect alterations in the structure and/or function of one or more of the following: temporomandibular joints (TMJ), masticatory muscles, the dentition and its supporting structures, and the complex neuromuscular system attached thereto. TMD can coexist with other musculoskeletal disorders within the head and neck area. Each TMD patient has a unique composite of different elements, which can involve the TM joint and masticatory muscle systems, often with the pain and dysfunction of physical causes leading to manifestation of psychological stress.

Signs and symptoms determined upon clinical examination are varied and their prevalences have been the subject of extensive research published in the medical and dental literature. In a classical article published in 1934, Costen, an otolaryngologist, observed that posterior condylar displacement in the TM joint created by the dental malocclusion was the cause of otologica symptoms in a group of his patients. Costen inserted a dental device and the symptoms were resolved.5,6 In a 2007 study performed on 4,528 TMD patients, certain signs and symptoms were found present in extremely large percentages, which helped in the characterization of the TMD patient. In that study, symptoms most commonly reported included: pain 96%, headache 79%, TM joint discomfort or dysfunction 75%, and ear discomfort or dysfunction 82%. The most prevalent examination findings were tenderness to palpation of the lateral and/or medial pterygoid muscles 85% and TM joint tenderness to palpation 62%. In the medical literature related to TMD, the most commonly reported symptoms are headache and otolaryngological.8-10

III. The Role of Dental Occlusion in TMD

Dental occlusion is the cornerstone of stability of the craniomandibular system, comprised of dentition, masticatory muscles and the TM joints. Malocclusion is a destabilizing factor, representing a major predisposing condition for TMD. A number of studies have substantiated an association between dental occlusion and TMD. These studies have documented the role of occlusion as a predisposing, initiating and/or perpetuating factor in the etiology of TMD.11-24
In other studies that investigated the cause-effect relationship, the authors experimentally induced TMD in asymptomatic subjects by introducing occlusal interferences into healthy subjects and studied the development of signs and symptoms of TMD. Changes in subjective symptoms and clinical indicators of dysfunction were recorded. Asymptomatic subjects in all of these studies developed signs and symptoms of TMD, some after only a few hours. According to De Boever, et al., who performed a scientific review of the literature on the relationship between occlusion and TMD, “These studies have shown that artificially introduced occlusal interferences can provoke immediate responses in the contraction pattern of jaw muscles and they may induce jaw muscle hyperactivity and pain in some subjects.”

In a three-part study conducted at Karolinska Institute, Riise and Sheikholeslam investigated the influence of an intercuspal occlusal interference that was introduced in 11 healthy subjects with no signs and symptoms of functional disorders. According to this study, in less than 12 hours following the insertion of the interfering amalgam filling, signs and symptoms of functional disorders had developed in eight subjects, accompanied by an increase in the EMG postural activity of the anterior temporalis and masseter muscles. The subjects complained of pain, tenderness and fatigue in their facial muscles. The authors concluded that “Within a week after the occlusal interference was removed, the symptoms gradually subsided… and postural EMG activity had returned almost to its original pattern in all subjects.”

In a randomized double-blind study at University of Turku in Finland, Le Bell, et al., conducted their study on two groups of subjects, all women, that consisted of 26 healthy subjects, and a matched group of 21 subjects with a prior history of TMD who were successfully treated. Each group was randomly divided into two groups of placebo and true interference groups. Experimental occlusal interference was introduced in the true interference groups and simulated in the placebo groups. The investigators monitored the clinical signs of subjects in the resulting four groups for two weeks. Additionally, all subjects rated the intensity of their symptoms on a scale relative to their experience of TMD pain and discomfort. The authors concluded, “subjects with a TMD history and true interference showed a significant increase in clinical signs and reported stronger symptomsthan subjects with no TMD history and placebo interferences.”

These studies demonstrate the presence of several factors when an occlusal interference is introduced. These include the effect of the interference on muscles and joints, the inherent adaptive capacity of the subject, and the influence of suggestion (placebo effect). The results clearly substantiate the role of occlusion in the onset and perpetuation of TMD and a return to normal masticatory function when occlusal harmony is restored.

It is commonly agreed, among dentists who treat patients with TMD, that conservative, reversible therapies should be employed, whenever possible, in the initial phase of treatment. Several studies have concluded that TMD patients experience the greatest clinical success after receiving treatments that involve restoration of optimum function of the mandible, muscles and TM joints, through use of intraoral orthotic appliances of various designs.

The neuromuscular occlusion orthosis recommended by ICCMO is one form of conservative treatment. Some patients, after undergoing successful initial reversible forms of therapy, do not require long-term occlusal stabilization treatment, while others do require longterm continued maintenance of a therapeutic occlusal position to perpetuate initially affected resolution of TMD. The long-term treatment may involve permanent alteration of the occlusal relationship or continued use of precision orthoses. A small number of patients actually require TM joint surgery to treat dysfunctional joints.

**IV. Neuromuscular Occlusion**

Neuromuscular occlusion is in harmony with relaxed, healthy muscles and properly functioning temporomandibular joints. It is a stable maxillo-mandibular position of dental occlusion arrived at by isotonic contraction of relaxed masticatory muscles, achieved by stimulation of those muscles on a trajectory (arc) beginning at a muscularly rested mandibular position. Healthy temporomandibular joint (TMJ) function must be accompanied by a stable dental occlusion, freely entered and exited without interferences, dictated by and directed by healthy relaxed masticatory muscles for long-term stability of all of the interrelated structures.

Joints do not initiate or dictate function; they permit function and adapt to functional demands. Healthy
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TM joint function is not primary, but secondary to a physiological dental occlusion. Form follows function: the shape of hard structures results from the function which they are required to perform. To protect the hard structures (joints, alveolar bones), healthy function must be provided to the soft tissues (muscles, periodontium and ligaments). Hence, it is valuable to analyze function before form to understand how and why anatomical form was changed. For example, it is valuable to analyze the genesis of the severe attrition seen on incisor teeth prior to treatment planning for porcelain laminate veneers, or the same conditions untreated can cause failure of the new restorations. The concept of a neuromuscular dental occlusion has not changed since its introduction in 1973; only the technology used to establish this therapeutic occlusion has been developed and refined.

V. Technologies Used in Neuromuscular Dentistry

It is an accepted physiological axiom that muscles function optimally from their full resting length: a rested state. Implementation of the recognition of the essential role of relaxed masticatory muscles as a prerequisite for the establishment of an ergonomic, optimally physiologic occlusion was the impetus for the development of an instrument capable of affecting true physiological masticatory muscle relaxation. The clinical device developed to relax mandibular elevator and depressor muscles is a neuromuscular stimulator (TENS device) that delivers an intermittent minute, low voltage, low amperage, fixed rate neural stimulus simultaneously to all of the masticatory muscles through the mandibular division of the trigeminal nerve applied over the mandibular coronoid notch. The stimulator used is similar to other medical nerve mediated ultra-low frequency TENS devices used to affect relaxation of muscles. In the case of TMD; the mandibular elevator and depressor muscles are the stimulated muscles.

Proper diagnosis of any medical/dental condition is made by the treating doctor and begins with obtaining a history of the illness and performing a comprehensive clinical examination of the affected area, employing imaging studies when indicated. The diagnostic process and treatment plan are greatly enhanced using technologies that can scrutinize the anatomic and functional components of the masticatory system, providing reliable and precise objective measurement data. Because of the diversity of structures involved and variability in chronicity and intensity of TMD presentations between patients, there can be no single diagnostic test with an acceptable level of “specificity” to rule TMD in or out. In medicine, there are many devices considered valuable as diagnostic aids, such as radiographs, MRI, and cardiac stress tests that are not free-standing diagnostic devices. Sometimes, more than one device is used to obtain a proper diagnosis.

Within the past four decades, three computerized measurement devices have been developed and refined to record and analyze, with high degrees of precision, masticatory muscle function (EMG), mandibular movements (CMS), TMJ joint sounds (ESG), and dental occlusion as dynamic phenomena.

Surface Electromyography (EMG) is a well-accepted modality with which to evaluate muscle function. A significant body of the scientific literature published in peer-reviewed journals over the past 50 years has concluded that the TMD patient population has an elevated resting EMG muscle activity and weak or asymmetrical functional EMG muscle activity. EMG measures electrical activity in masticatory muscles at rest and in function. This measured activity aids in identification of mandibular rest position as a reference for the selection of the neuromuscular occlusion position, as well as evaluation of the quality of the dental occlusion through the analysis of patterns of muscle motor unit recruitment. Numerous studies have substantiated the reliability and reproducibility of surface electromyography in the evaluation of the status of the masticatory muscles. While “normal or physiological values” for electromyographic (EMG) have been published, because morphologic variations from patient to patient can affect EMG readings, EMG data is utilized to compare electrical activity in selected masticatory muscles before and after treatment for a given patient. In research studies, collective data for a group of subjects are similarly compared.

The combination of surface electromyography of masticatory muscles and electronic jaw tracking is a clinically useful and objective method of quantifying the physical components of temporomandibular disorders in patients screened for treatment.

Computerized Mandibular Scans (CMS) measure and record mandibular ranges of motion, direction, velocity and fluidity of jaw movements, rest position of the mandible and dental occlusion, both natural and therapeutic. Electrosonography (ESG) records and provides spectral analysis of TM joint sounds,
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identifying their magnitude and specific frequencies produced by mandibular movements during mouth opening and closing with greater precision than stethoscopic auscultation.\textsuperscript{121-124}

These three technologies are not free-standing diagnostic devices; they are precision objective measurement instruments, which aid the dentist in establishing a diagnosis. These devices underwent the review processes of the US FDA in 1997 and 1998,\textsuperscript{125,126} and the ADA Council on Scientific Affairs in 1986 and 1993,\textsuperscript{127,128} and have been recognized as safe and effective aids in the diagnosis and treatment of patients with temporomandibular disorders.

According to the ADA’s Council on Scientific Affairs,\textsuperscript{129,130} “Surface electromyography, or EMG, is used in dentistry to assess the status of the muscles of mastication.”\textsuperscript{131} It allows the clinician to assess the resting activity of muscles and determine if muscle spasms are present.\textsuperscript{132,133} In particular, EMG instruments measure static and functional muscle activity, including postural hypertonicity and continuous muscle contraction.\textsuperscript{133} Evaluation of muscle activity is included among the diagnostic criteria for TMD as given in the ADA Council’s Guidelines. Muscle spasm is included in the council’s classification system (Section 11.8.3 in the Appendix), and among the diagnostic criteria is continuous muscle contraction at rest. Surface electromyography is one method that can measure such muscle hyperactivity. There is considerable agreement among both clinicians and researchers that masticatory muscle activity is increased in symptomatic patients compared to normal subjects, and electromyography is one tool that can be used to study such differences.\textsuperscript{134} Therefore, EMG devices “were found to meet the [ADA] Council’s Guidelines for Instruments as Aids in the Diagnosis of Temporomandibular Disorders.”\textsuperscript{130}

Neuromuscular measurement devices objectively document patient status, create objective milestones in planning treatment, and document patients’ response to treatment.\textsuperscript{135-152} The three devices, computerized jaw tracking, electromyography and electrosonomography, provide objective documentation of the pretreatment status of patients with regard to mandibular and masticatory muscle function and permit evaluation of treatment outcomes.

Together with these measurement devices, Transcutaneous Electrical Neural Stimulation (TENS) is an active therapeutic device that affects relaxation of masticatory and mandibular postural muscles by use of low frequency, low current stimulation of the mandibular division of the trigeminal nerve (CN V) and a branch of the superficial facial nerve (CNVII).\textsuperscript{42-45} It is used during the treatment to achieve true rest position of the mandible and a therapeutic neuromuscular occlusal position.\textsuperscript{153-161} Thereafter, TENS is employed as an aide in performing occlusal adjustments of the anatomical surface of the neuromuscular TMD orthosis.

Without objective measurement of function, treatment planning and outcome evaluation are subjective and may be imprecise and possibly inaccurate.\textsuperscript{162,163} With objective measurement, treatment planning, as well as treatment outcome, whether successful or not, can be scrutinized and evaluated. Treatment can be modified, continued or discontinued, based upon precise objective measurementstogether with a patient’s needs and desires; rather than relying only on subjective evaluations of success by the patient and dentist.

VI. Conclusion

The overwhelming majority of dentists worldwide, treating thousands of patients annually, and whose patients had not previously experienced resolution of their painful and/or dysfunctional symptoms, support the conclusions reached by a large number of studies that TMD is a physical/functional disorder most often resulting from the mal-relationship among the dental occlusion, masticatory muscles, and TM joint function.\textsuperscript{11-34,39,164} They find that their patients are most often conservatively and successfully treatable initially with reversible occlusal orthosis therapy. Members of ICCMO adhere to this principal and treat to establish a healthy craniomandibular relationship through the use of a physiologically balanced neuromuscular occlusion that is in harmony with relaxed, healthy masticatory muscles with improved function and properly functioning TM joints. This achieves a stable, physiologically sound dental and craniomandibular position that does not cause noxious neural input to the central nervous system with resultant adaptive/accommodative functionand behavior. In addition to its use in the treatment of patients with TMD, the neuromuscular occlusal philosophy can be successfully applied to allforms of dental treatment that involve major alteration of dental occlusion, including orthodontics, full arch or full mouth reconstruction and completedentures.
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Successful treatment of temporomandibular disorders using neuromuscular occlusion techniques is directed towards elimination of the cause of the disease, not just symptom relief. If the cause is not successfully identified and treated, the acute physical/physiological form of TMD may unfortunately degenerate into a chronic pain condition, rarely cured, and at best, attempted to be managed with pharmacologic and other medical/behavioral therapies. Such symptom-only oriented treatment can adversely affect the patients’ ability to work or have normal social interactions, resulting in an overall reduction in quality of life. Published research data demonstrate that the establishment of a neuromuscular therapeutic occlusion provides improved mandibular and masticatory function in a large group of TMD patients with notably significant reduction or resolution of symptoms.

The International College of Cranio-Mandibular Orthopedics supports the consensus among its members and thousands of neuromuscular dentists worldwide that TMD has a primary physical/functional component that is most often successfully treated with neuromuscular dental occlusion therapy, based on objective measurements.
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There are a number of things that we learn from our training to evaluate a patient's oral health and through the years advances in technology have allowed us to do a significantly better job of evaluating our patients. However, as with most things, the key to excellence lies in the fundamentals. Fundamental health history interviews and a fundamental understanding of the complexities of the body are key to providing our patients with the opportunity to accept dental care that improves their quality of life. It is the foundation that provides the dental team the skills to provide care that changes lives daily.
While both signs and symptoms are critical to explore, it is the symptoms that drive the patient to action. In fact, in both medicine and dentistry it has been shown that it is either the removal of or avoidance of pain that propels a patient to action. Understanding how the emotional trauma of pain symptoms motivates the patient and the logical connection of the signs provide the functional excuse to move forward which is critical in the discussion of comprehensive care.

Some of the most common are also most commonly mis-diagnosed. Myofacial pain and headache and migraine are significant issues in the general public and are typically discussed with the physician who generally seek a pharmaceutical or stress management solution. The issue is that it is a physiologic consequence of improper muscle function being driven by a sub optimal bite relationship. This is actually a great thing as with a known cause there is often a solution. Restoring the muscles to physiologic rest is that solution, and it is the responsibility of the dentist to ensure that happens. As Dr. Janet Travell has reported, 90% of pain in the body is muscle in origin and the muscles in the head and neck are responsible for bite, airway, and head posture. Those three issues are critical to address and are tightly inter-related.

Another very common symptom that is reported is grinding. This had previously been thought to be idiopathic and untreatable; however, thousands of patients have had their bruxism stopped by completing NM therapy. As it turns out, the bruxism is the supporting musculature actively searching for homeostasis and doing all they can do to find it, they grind away interferences to arrive at a more
physiologically correct resting state. The unfortunate reality is that the proper position is actually more open rather than more closed. As the teeth brux, the vertical collapses, and as often as not, the patient arrives at an end point that is further from a correct bite rather than closer.

Along with bruxism is numbness or a parasthesia in the fingers and hands. Without the perspective to appreciate the connection, it would seem ludicrous to assume that a dental condition would be driving the patient’s numbness. On comprehensive health history reviews, it has been repeatedly shown that the numbness in the finger tips is secondary to grinding and with nearly 80% of adult patients being grinders, it is important to understand the connection and share that with our patients. As a part of the bruxing cascade of events is chronic contraction of the muscles in the cervical area, including the scalenes and the SCMs and Traps. Also among the many functions of the muscles of mastication and stomatognathic system, is the support and protection of the airway. If this is compromised it leads to abnormal chronic contraction of the cervical group of muscles. These issues lead to muscles that lie alongside the brachial plexus to chronically pump and contract. This pressure on the nerve plexus results in an alteration of sensation at the end of the nerves distribution – or the hands and fingers.

There are literally hundreds of signs and symptoms that are directly and indirectly related to pathologic bites. The appreciation and vigilant evaluation is essential in optimal patient care. In future issues we will explore other common symptoms that the dental team should screen for and manage with a comprehensive approach; managed with a Neuromuscular approach.

“There are literally hundreds of signs and symptoms that are directly and indirectly related to pathologic bites.”
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ith an aging edentulous population and increasing numbers of baby boomers looking to upgrade their existing dentistry, and replace teeth that have been missing for years, now is the time to take a good look at removable dentistry. Full mouth rehabilitation for this group would mean a new set of dentures, implant retained dentures or, what I see most commonly; the combination of fixed prosthetics, implants and removable prosthetics. Neuromuscular dentistry is a game changer for many dentists who have eliminated the treatment of edentulous and partially edentulous patients from their practice. I understand and have had many conversations with dentists regarding their trepidation to enter back into the treatment of these patients because they fear a poor outcome due to compromised aesthetics, poor fit or retention, but mostly, dissatisfied patients and low financial reimbursement. It is my belief that offering our patients removable prosthetics is an essential piece that is missing from many Neuromuscular dental practices. It is incumbent on dentists to provide excellence with regard to form, function, longevity, and aesthetics to all patients who come to us for treatment. This can be accomplished by continuing to push one’s self in the area of education, skill, knowledge and advanced hands on training. The education curriculum found at LVI is an essential part of gaining the proper understanding of Neuromuscular Dentistry, and has a natural role in the fabrication of removable prosthetics. We owe to our patients, our selves, as well as our team to include the addition of removable aesthetics to our neuromuscular offerings. I challenge you, as I have challenged myself, to move forward and learn new skills and become more dynamic in what you can do and offer for your patients and dentistry.
“As a Neuromuscular dentist
I am constantly striving for
harmony, symmetry, and homeostasis
of a patient’s body.”

According to journals BMC Oral Health, 2006, American Journal of Public Health, 2004, and Special Care Dentist, 2012 the patient population (fully edentulous and partially edentulous) is the fastest growing demographic worldwide. The same principles of Neuromuscular Dentistry taught to us when treating our fixed (dentate) patient apply to our removable (partially and fully edentulous) patient. As there are many terrific advantages to removable neuromuscular dentistry. We can level the maxillary plane of occlusion faster than with a fixed case, merely by fabricating a new denture. Since we can work on their teeth outside their mouth, we are able to talk to our patients while at the same time working on their teeth; this leads toward building better relationships with them. Coronoplasty techniques and micro-occlusal adjustments can be easier and more efficient. The aesthetics of a case can be managed by changing the tooth design in wax, rather than reworking porcelain on a veneer or crown. There is also a financial benefit to both the patient and the doctor by providing a well fitted and fabricated denture or partial denture. The benefit to the patient comes from less post insertion adjustments, and more comfort. This will then be a benefit to the doctor, because it makes for a satisfied patient who in turn will become a fan, advocate and referral source of your practice.

The LVI Neuromuscular protocol does not change when the teeth are missing. As mentioned, above, the same principles of Neuromuscular Dentistry are employed in fixed cases. These principles provide us with the proven Neuromuscular occlusal stability that translates to a superior fit of removable prosthetics. This is a tremendous advantage over the traditionally trained dentist, Prosthodontist or common denturist who struggles with fits that are ultimately the result of the random placement of the jaw relation. Neuromuscular Dentistry attempts to correct the position of the “top block” (the head), body posture, occlusal posture and airway. By correcting the horizontal posture of our patients with a new denture, we also create a better interaction between the postural righting reflexes of the body and an obstructive airway. In the majority of my neuromuscular rehabilitated full denture and partial denture patients, I will observe an improvement in their forward head posture, as well as an enhancement of their airway. The correction of the horizontal posture is critical to the success of the denture fabrication. This is accomplished by the proper mounting of the maxillary hamuler notch-incisive papilla cast models to the HIP plane. This plane is very important to neuromuscular dentistry, because it represents stable boney reference points which can be used accurately to identify consistent anatomical landmarks. These landmark points give us and as well as our technicians, the ability to have consistency, and accuracy, and therefore, the reproducibility that is necessary to transfer our models and case set-ups. The fully edentulous or partially edentulous patient population allows for easy and accurate capture and reproducibility of these landmarks (the two hamular notches and
“We owe it to our patients, ourselves, as well as our team to include the addition of removable aesthetics to our neuromuscular offerings.”

the incisive papilla of the hard palate) due to the absence of teeth. This in turn is a powerful tool for the analysis of dental occlusion (both good and bad), communication and documentation. Once we have a precise mounting in the horizontal plane, the maxillary teeth can be set to an ideal parallel position with a proper Curve of Wilson and Curve of Spee. The maxilla is the foundation of the occlusion, because of its stationary position, while the mandible is dynamic in its function and is the only bone in the body to have two working joints. The position of the maxillary plane also plays a major role in the alignment and function of the cranial base and upper cervical vertebrae and their related structures. We must keep in mind that our bodies were designed to have the parallel planes in upright posture. Those planes would be the Bipupillary (Optic) Plane, Otic (Ear) Plane, Plane of Occlusion, Cervical Vertebrae, Shoulders, Thoracic Vertebrae, Lumbar Vertebrae, Sacrum, Pelvis, Knees, Ankles, and Feet. In a healthy body, this parallelism of the skeletal structures will produce harmony in the neuromuscular system. As a Neuromuscular dentist I am constantly striving for harmony, symmetry, and homeostasis of a patient’s body. Any misalignments such as a canted occlusal plane or an abnormal functional habit (grinding or clenching) will result in stress to the patient’s stomatognathic system and ultimately lead to disharmony in other parts of their body as well as their neuromuscular system. This holds true for our edentulous and partially edentulous patients the same way it does for our fixed, full mouth rehabilitation patients.

We approach the treatment planning of prosthetics for partially and fully edentulous patients in the same way we approach the treatment planning for a full mouth patient.

The endpoint of a partially or fully edentulous or mixed case can provide you and your patients with the same wonderful, life changing dentistry you have come to expect in your full mouth cases. This growing patient population can benefit from neuromuscular dentistry. Take an LVI removable course this year, and expand your practice into this rewarding treatment area.

See first hand how you can expand in this area with predictable results!
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The Relevance of Neuromuscular Dentistry in the New Millennium

We have all heard that the only constant we witness in these modern times is “change”. The major point that needs to be recognized about change is that if change is sudden or within a short span of time, it is easily noticed and in many cases appropriately acted upon. On the other hand, if change is slow to very slow, it is not readily noticed, not acted upon. Nevertheless, any such change whether sudden, not so sudden, slow or extremely slow does affect us. Also, preparing for anticipated change can place us all in a better position to deal with such inevitable change.
Although this change is rather slow let me allude to the demographic change that has been affecting us. Let us look at the following trend:

- In 1960, the average 65 year old American was “dead”
- In 1960, if the 65 year old American was alive, he/she would, on average, have 7 teeth in the mouth and they would all be anterior teeth.
- Today, the average 65 year old American is not only alive but, has 17 teeth of which some of which are posterior teeth.
- If today’s 65 year old American reaches his/her life expectancy age (which is nearly 85 years old), that individual will have 24 teeth in the mouth.

So, we can see that there is this slow change that the average American is keeping more teeth as they ages. Our dental hygiene programs, with the help of our diligent dental hygienists, are helping average Americans to keep these same teeth in sound periodontal health so that the teeth are firm in the mouth. But, there is a negative side to this as follows.

I would also further postulate based on this report that the higher the periodontal disease incidence in a patient leading to a higher mobility of the existing teeth, the lower the incidence of TMD.

It has been documented in the article “Missing Posterior Teeth and Risk of Temporomandibular Disorders” by M.Q. Wang, F.Xue J.J Chen, C.S. Chen, A. Raustia that there is a higher incidence of TMD (Temporo-Mandibular Dysfunction) in patients that have more posterior teeth. The opposite is also true in that the less posterior teeth the patient has, the less the incidence of TMD. It has also been documented by Lundeen TF, Scruggs RR, McKinney MW, Daniel SJ, Levitt SR in the 1990 winter issue of J Craniomandib Disorders that the patient population that has the least amount of TMD are the patients who wear full upper and lower dentures. I would also further postulate based on this report that the higher the periodontal disease incidence in a patient leading to a higher mobility of the existing teeth, the lower the incidence of TMD.
Compared to 60 years ago, dentists are performing less and less clearances (removing all teeth) and placing dentures in our patients’ mouths until other options are exhausted. More and more patients want us to work with the existing natural root forms in their mouths and furthermore, more and more implants are being placed to complete the full occlusion in the patient’s mouth leading to as natural as possible the masticatory apparatus.

Considering the above, it is no wonder that there is an increased incidence of TMD, which will continue to rise unless we address the stomatognathic system as a whole taking into account the health of not only teeth but also of the TemporoMandibular Joints and the Muscles of mastication and posture.

**Neuromuscular Dentistry**

Neuromuscular Dentistry is the discipline that brings to bear all aspects that would allow the presence of a full complement of teeth in the mouth over long term and at the same time maintain harmony among teeth, TMJs, Muscles, Posture and the entire complicated Neuromuscular system of the body. In days gone by, when most of our patients beyond the age of 40-50 ended up with either few loose teeth or full dentures, an anatomic model that just paid attention to teeth and seated mandibular condyles allowed them to continue their life to the short ultimate demise.

Today, our patients, at age 50, feel young, look young, have most if not all their teeth, need a definite solution so that they have comfort, longevity and proper function when it comes to the stomatognathic system. Therefore, we need to examine our patients as a whole paying critical attention to their posture, the position of their head and neck, their muscles of mastication and posture, their TMJ and then finally their teeth. In other words, we have to look at the whole body even though we are dentists who are the only professionals...
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trained to restore teeth. The days of looking just at teeth and fixing them in isolation are long gone due to this all-pervasive change that is permeating around us.

As Dr. Bernard Jankelson, the father of Neuromuscular Dentistry said some 50 years ago, "if it is measured it is a fact, if not, it is just an opinion". Neuromuscular Dentistry allows us to measure physiological phenomena, which would then help us bring balance to the stomatognathic system and therefore, also to the whole body as best as possible. Looking at just teeth or just the TMJ is akin to an anatomical model, which is short of the whole relevant picture.

Sleep Breathing Disorders

It is estimated that nearly 20% of Americans suffer from some form of Sleep Breathing Disorders. Such disorders, significantly reduce the life span of the patient via the development of a myriad of diseases. Some of these diseases are fatal. The ironical part is that nearly 80% PCPs (Primary Care Physicians) who are not sleep specialists do not even screen for this highly morbid disorder. So, how is this relevant to dentistry and therefore, to Neuromuscular Dentistry?

In the past, as we performed clearances and delivered complete dentures, we freed up the lower jaw from its retruded position in the oral cavity and furthermore, opening the bite vertically with dentures helped open the airway. Today, most of our patients are keeping their teeth. Their mandibles are distalized due to narrow maxillary arches
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leading to SBD (Sleep Breathing Disorders). Furthermore, as dentists rehabilitate such patients’ dentitions by distalizing the mandibles in order to seat the mandibular condyles in the glenoid fossa, it further impinges on the limited airway space. Such manipulation also leads to further “noise” into the NM system leading to reduced ability of the sympathetic tone to keep the airway patent when the patient is asleep and depends on the autonomic system to help.

Once again, Neuromuscular Dentistry helps as the mandible generally comes downward and forward as the mandible comes into the physiologic rest position. Also, such a rest position eliminated the “noise” in the NM system allowing better ability for the autonomic system (the sympathetic tone) to keep
the airway patent when the patient is asleep. The diagram below was written in 2007 by Dr. Susheel Patil et al from Johns Hopkins shows that when the mechanical load on the NM system increases, the compensatory NM responses have to kick in. When this system gets overloaded, the balance moves towards increased pressure outside the airway thus collapsing the airway leading to “hypopnea” and eventually to “apnea”.

Finally, I would like to underscore that the need to incorporate Neuromuscular philosophy in treating our patients has never been more necessary than today. One can see that such inclusion is necessary from many aspects that affect our patients’ wellbeing and will become even more important as humans live longer, stay healthier and need to have the pathologic processes that age the body to slow down so that the body can be serviceable for a lot longer period. We can fight or ignore nature for only so long before it catches up with us.
Awareness of sleep breathing disorders is growing amongst the medical profession, dentists, the media and the public. And it is just as well. It is estimated that OSA affects between 10 and 25% of the population, only 10% of those have been diagnosed and only 10% of those diagnosed are actually being treated and compliant.
Even if these estimates were 50% incorrect there is still a huge discrepancy between the prevalence, diagnosis and treatment of this profoundly life-threatening condition.

Dentists are in a position to be the number one group identifying these potential patients. Why? Because OSA is a disease of cranio-facial anatomy and who should be the experts in that field? Dentists.

The sad thing is that many dentists fail to recognize the signs and symptoms glaring at us in our patients while we go about repairing the damage that the OSA has done. The question is: Do we ever ask why? Why did that unrestored tooth split? Why did that restoration break? Why are there abfractions? Why is this patient struggling with treatment? Why do they gag when I take an impression? Why is their mandible retruded? Why is their tongue scalloped? Why is this child grinding their teeth away? Why are there bony exostoses around the ridges? Why are those tonsils so huge when there is no infection? Why have they got a deep overbite? Why are their posterior teeth lingually inclined? Why is this patient falling asleep during treatment? Why do they hate going to the dentist – are they frightened of you or are they protecting their airway?

The list could go on and on. To be a good diagnostician, you have to retain your child like curiosity and ask why. Except for blunt trauma, dental breakdown rarely occurs in isolation.

The study of neuromuscular dentistry and an interest in treating temporo-mandibular disorders once again reintroduces dentists to anatomy and physiology.

These dentists acquire a growing awareness of how a compromised airway is root cause to many of the developmental deficiencies witnessed in and contributing to the complexity of the TMD patient. Both TMD and OSA are diseases of a compromised cranio-facial anatomy. Cunali, 2009 showed that 75% of TMD patients also had OSA and 52% of OSA patients also had TMD. This high correlation makes it inevitable that the TMD treating dentist needs to recognize, refer appropriately for a diagnosis to be competent in treating OSA. Similarly dentists treating OSA will find themselves frequently dealing with TMD patients and require a deep understanding of the anatomy and physiology to deliver predictable and favourable outcomes for their patients.

Deficiencies in the cranio-facial anatomy result in cranio-cervical-mandibular relationships, which are compromised. Modern, Western diets and environmental pollutants frequently result in low grade allergies which cause proliferation of lymphoid (tonsils and adenoids) and nasal tissue inflammation and hypertrophy. The net result of this is poor nasal patency obligating the child to become a mouth breather. As soon as this happens, the tongue assumes a low posture in the mouth to enable mouth breathing. A tongue thrust develops to create a seal while swallowing and the tongue fails to take up its rest position within the palate where it would have acted to widen the arch to its genetic potential. Unfortunately the forces from the buccinator muscle continue to act upon the developing dentition in a compressing (narrowing) function. The arch then develops within the neutral zone but the neutral zone is compromised and the end result is a narrow V shaped arch, often with a high palatal vault instead of the optimal broad U shaped arch. And because the roof of the mouth is the floor of the nose, the nasal airway is compromised further.

The table below shows the potential extent of the problem:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Estimated OSA 10%</th>
<th>Diagnosed OSA 10%</th>
<th>In Active Treatment 10%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>311,000,000</td>
<td>31M</td>
<td>3.1M</td>
<td>310,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>34,000,000</td>
<td>3.4M</td>
<td>340,000</td>
<td>34,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>22,000,000</td>
<td>2.2M</td>
<td>220,000</td>
<td>22,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A compromised airway affects the midface development and the mandible whose growth is predicated by the maxilla is then forced into a more retruded position to enable articulation of the teeth. The lower teeth often crowd and the posterior teeth hypo-erupt due to the pressure of the tongue lying on top of them as the child breathes through their mouth and this results in a deep overbite. As the mandible takes up its retruded position, the functional space of the airway becomes compromised so the body extends the neck forward to maintain the airway and causes a posterior cranial rotation to maintain the horizontal gaze. This is just one of the many adaptations the body will assume to overcome the compromised cranio-facial anatomy.

There is nothing more important to the body than maintaining the airway. We can go weeks without food, days without water but only minutes without air. This forward neck posture and retruded position of the mandible result in a compromised airway but it is an airway none the less and the best airway the body can assume given the compromise. The hierarchy of needs have dictated this posture. The postural reflexes involved in the maintenance of this posture are dictated by the central nervous system as first explained by Sherrington (recipient of the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine 1932). These reflex postural compensations are dictated by the CNS but maintained by the peripheral neuromuscular system. This change from orthogonal (upright, correct and balanced) posture to reflex driven causes the muscles to be contracted or stretched all the way down the postural chain rather than be at their resting length.

Huxley and Gordon (Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine 1963) demonstrated that the resting length of muscle is 2-2.25um per sarcomere and that shortening or lengthening beyond this arrangement will result in fatigue. (Figure 2) Studies have shown that a contraction between 10-25% will completely cut off the blood supply to a muscle (Rasmussen, 1977) (Thomas N., 1999) - resulting in fatigue and pain. An assumed posture away from orthogonal is fine in the short term but not in the long term. Chronic postural compromise will eventually result in chronic pain as experienced by patients suffering from TMD. (Figure 3)

Neuromuscular dentistry thus simultaneously relaxes the cranio-mandibular and the cranio-cervical muscles allowing an improved posture which will be supported and stabilized through the use of a neuromuscular functional orthotic.

So what has this to do with dental sleep medicine and OSA? Well OSA too, is a disease of cranio-facial anatomy, and unfortunately that compromise continues day and night. A fatigued neuromuscular system will be less able to maintain a patent airway when the patient is in their most vulnerable position – lying down and asleep and even more vulnerable during REM sleep when the muscles, including those of the airway, are at their lowest tone. For many patients with TMD and sleep apnea, the wearing of a neuromuscular orthotic on one arch only may not provide adequate stabilization of the mandible to prevent it falling back through...
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the effects of gravity and despite the physiologic jaw position during the daytime being optimal for the patient, additional support may be required during the night.

The question becomes how should one determine this appliance position to minimize apnea events while asleep? Does it make sense to simply protrude the jaw to 50-70% of maximum or some other patient determined position on a George gauge or does it make more sense to physiologically relax the muscles with the TENS, first, as described above? Ultra low frequency TENS of the cranial and cervical nerves mentioned earlier, either directly or indirectly, through the ansa cervicalis, also stimulates and allows relaxation of the muscles of the airway. (Figure 4) To detorque all these muscles, which have become posturally fatigued prior to determining the bite position to support the neuromuscular system during its most vulnerable time makes physiologic sense to this author. The ability to measure that physiologic response of the muscles in the determined position through the K7 Evaluation system gives the dentist great confidence and objective data to support the starting position. (Figure 5) A titratable appliance without compromise to the volume available to the tongue such as the LVI Lingual-less Somnodent further facilitates a positive and comfortable outcome to the patient and potentially decreases the amount of forward titration necessary for the mandible. (Figure 6)

An LVI Lingual-less Somnodent can be made as a stand-alone sleep apnea appliance for a patient or in conjunction with a daytime neuromuscular appliance for TMD patients. It has been the experience of this author that this approach to dental sleep medicine has been well accepted by the patients who have reported minimal jaw discomfort, a reduction in morning headaches and little trouble returning to their centric occlusion the following day. (Figure 7)
The beauty of neuromuscular dentistry is that it works with the physiology of the patient, not without regard to it. At a time when the physiology is most compromised, anything we can do as dentists to support the physiology, rather than take an already fatigued system and potentially fatigue it further without measuring the physiologic response, simply makes sense. Dentists, as a rule, fail to measure what they do. That is why the medical profession does not like to refer to us as a group. They measure everything in medicine. Now that we can too, it is time the dental profession caught up. What we do can be mechanical, or physiologic. I choose physiologic.
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Integrating CADCAM Technology in Your Practice

Are you using your CADCAM technology to its fullest potential? This dynamic and enlightening course is designed and prepared specifically for the dentist who has already invested in this amazing technology and is now ready to take its usage to the next level. This course presents information regarding how you and your team can increase profitability by improving your CADCAM skills and knowledge. During this two day lecture course, many application details and issues will be covered.

The objectives of this course are for the participant to be able to:

- Design and deliver quality CADCAM restorations with great aesthetics
- Determine which features/tools work best
- Incorporate appropriate occlusal harmony and interproximal contact parameters
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This course will present information regarding what to look for on CBCT scans and how to obtain optimum results through proper controls and image manipulation. Participants will receive the latest guidelines and protocols for accurate Cervical, TMJ, Airway and Implant procedures along with an enhanced understanding of the norms, 3D head and neck anatomy. Emphasis will be placed on both image manipulation and interpretation. The pros and cons of CBCT Imaging and soft tissue liabilities will also be discussed.

The objectives of this course are for the participant to be able to:

• Utilize techniques for manipulation of 3D CT images for better results
• Implement procedures for CBCT scans for proper Cervical, Airway, TMJ and Implant diagnosis
• Understand how to properly map all axial TMJ images and create the necessary report
• Use 3rd Party Software, Invivo,, IVisions, etc for accurate and volumetric airway studies
• Understand how to interpret CTs and MRIs for false positives and false negatives
• How to correlate X-Ray findings with clinical EMG’s and jaw tracking
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The Physiologic Approach to Treating OSA

Hundreds of millions of people of all ages around the world suffer from deadly obstructive sleep apnea. Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA) has been linked to Cardiovascular Disease, Cerebrovascular Insult, Endocrine Disorders and Obesity. Our medical colleagues are asking for our help, NOW! OSA is considered a disease of craniofacial anatomy so the ONUS is on dentists to identify and help manage OSA sufferers.
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This three-day program presents an excellent introduction to evidence-based Dental Sleep Medicine and is designed to prepare dentists and their teams to confidently identify, refer and help co-manage patients with snoring and deadly obstructive sleep apnea. Participants will have the opportunity to learn about the relationships between sleep breathing disorders, neuromuscular dentistry and health. They can discover how to get started, immediately expanding their diagnostic acumen and scope of practice.

The goal of this course is for all participating dentists to become the Dental Sleep Physicians that medical sleep specialists want and need to recognize and refer patients. The possibility of knowing what to do about OSA when you return to your office on Monday morning should encourage you to experience this course!

The objectives of this course are for the participant to be able to:

- Triage patients using flowchart – TMD, OSA, Complex
- Discuss sleep and breathing physiology; normal and pathologic.
- Understand the anatomy and physiology of airway and its relationship to OSA and TMD
• Integrate OSA signs and symptoms into routine dental diagnostics.
• Identify and differentiate OSA sufferers versus snorers with 99% accuracy.
• Discuss why TENSing is important
• Perform OSA Consultation examination/palpation.
• Select snoring and OSA appliances.
• Utilize Combination Therapy - Jointly treating both TMD and OSA at the same time
• Understand medical appliance fabrication and the use of the various instruments available
• Utilize Transition Therapy from OSA to restorative treatment.
• Understand how to make OSA more practical, efficient and profitable
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In previous articles on ‘Keys to Understanding NM and OSA’ it has been repeatedly pointed out that TMD symptomatology including musculoskeletal pain overlaps with that of OSA and that great caution is essential to differentiate between them as well as from other ‘Grand Impostor’ conditions. Among the latter are osteoporosis, endocrine dysfunctions, diabetes mellitus, chronic alcoholism, blood dyscrasias (hypoxia), hypertension (essential) and mixed pathologies in which TMD may be accompanied by various systemic and neoplastic pathologies association with the Metabolic Syndrome (see Thomas R and Dodhia N (1991) ‘Common Emergencies in Cancer Medicine: Metabolic Syndromes J. Nati Med Assoc.83;809-818) in which there is altered acid/base balance ratios of the tissues particularly in neuromuscularly fatigued patients as summarized below. All of this makes for challenge to the diagnostic acumen of dentists who commonly treat NM dysfunction and OSA.

Lactic acid is a by-product of inefficient muscle activity. The normal metabolic process of the krebs cycle is not available as there is a lack of oxygenation due to the hypoxic state of the muscles in the non-physiologic bite. As a consequence there is a decrease in the pH and this further perpetuates a negative cycle. Not only is there a change in ATPases that regulate muscle recruitment of both type I and type II fibers, but there is also bone resorption including abnormal condylar remodeling. In a recent edition of Visions the effect of hypoxia on lysyl...
oxidase inhibition and its effect on collagen polymerization was discussed. The hypoxia created in a pathologic bite creates myriad conditions that are deleterious to proper physiologic functioning including the lysyl oxidase inhibition, pathologic bone resorption, the drop in pH, and the hypercapnia that is associated with the hypoxea. Lactic acid is the end product of anaerobic glycolysis accompanying muscle contraction hypoxia from circulatory hypo perfusion in bite accommodation. The ketone bodies formed in chronic alcoholism and diabetic conditions lead to acidosis. The ensuing acidic pH changes affect the pH dependency of the differing ATPases that regulates recruitment and relaxation of muscle types 1 and 11 as necessary under the prevailing conditions. The pH changes in the blood also bring about bone resorption as in osteoporosis, which is treated by bisphosphonates in order to restrict osseous fractures.

Osteoporosis is the most common bone disease among Americans (55%) of which 80% are females aged 50 years and over. Oral and intravenous bisphosphonates have been shown to be effective treatment essential to controlling hypercalcemia and osteoporosis of the Metabolic Syndrome described above but also for patients with hematological malignancies (myeloblastic leukemia) and solid tumors (myeloma and Burkitt’s lymphoma). These agents act through inhibition of osteoclastic activity by binding to hydroxyapatite, thereby inhibiting bone remodeling which is an essential component of NM treatment such as in internal derangement and degenerative jaw joint disease. It is important to understand that metabolic acidosis can accompany NM dysfunction due to the production of lactic acid level higher than 5mEq/L with a pH lower than 7.35 according to the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation where blood and tissue fluid pH =Pka(7.4).HCO3’/H2CO3 and requires compensatory mechanisms of the respiratory center to regulate blood CO2 levels and/or kidney excretion of H+ ions in the urine with accompanying conservation of bicarbonate/chloride/protein ions constituting the anionic gap (Na-(HCO3’+Cl’+protein’) resulting in compensatory increase in sodium and loss of potassium ions through the action of the renin/angiotensin/aldosterone systems. The net result of this alteration in the normal physiology is that the metabolic acidosis creates an imbalance in the physiologic control of the system and creates a cascade of deleterious effects. On January 7, 2008 an alert was issued by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA): “There is a possibility of severe and sometimes incapacitating bone, joint and/or muscle (musculoskeletal) pain in which osteoporotic patients for example have been treated with bisphosphonates. The
severe musculoskeletal pain may occur within days, months or years after starting bisphosphonates. Some patients have reported complete relief of symptoms after discontinuing the bisphosphonates, whereas others have reported slow or incomplete resolution.

Between 1995 and 2002 the FDA received reports of severe bone, joint and/or muscle pain that developed in 112 women and four men after starting alendronate (bisphosphonate) therapy. Pain affected bones, joints and muscle all over the
body and was sometimes migratory. It was often described as “severe, extreme, disabling or incapacitating” musculoskeletal symptoms. The doses of alendronate varied between 5mg/day and 70mg/week with proportional variation in the symptomatology. The onset of pain after starting alendronate therapy ranged from the same day to 52 months. Specialists in endodontics, oral surgery and prosthodontists have wrongly assumed that the myofascial pain arose from routine dental treatment including removeable and fixed orthotics and often incorrectly remove the orthosis and returns the patient to a vertically overclosed condition with exacerbation of the musculoskeletal symptoms and occurrence of severe depression.

The diagnosis in these cases has been osteonecrosis of the jaw ONJ (Edwards BJ et al (2009) “Pharmacovigilance and reporting oversight in USFDA fast track process: bisphosphonates”. In the next issue I will present the K7 and radiographic findings of which the former have never been described.

Norman Thomas, DDS, PHD, FRCD; FADI, MICCMO, DAAPM, CMAc, M.B., B.Sc (Hons Anat. Physiol)
Norman is the Director of Neuromuscular Research at LVI Global. He is a Professor Emeritus at the University of Alberta. Norman is one of the smartest individuals in dentistry!
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Success with neuromuscular dentistry, just like success in other areas of dentistry, is about "elevating your game". And elevating your game often has both a clinical side and a people side. On the clinical side is: your technology and your clinical skills. On the people side is: verbal skills, appearance, attire/ appearance, and customer service. At stake is: patient trust, your reputation, your professionalism, and your perceived credibility.

As you "up-your-game", you might experience a "collision" between your employee’s personal fashion sense and your desire for professionalism. This is not new; it just seems to be getting worse. From the number of articles written and (believe it or not) lawsuits filed, this is becoming a significant challenge for employers.

Natural questions that come up are:
- What constitutes professional attire?
- What control do I have over what my employee’s wear or how they look and act?
- How is their appearance perceived by my patients?
- Will there be concerns about the quality of our care?
- What, if anything, can I do about it?

These days with tattoos, body piercings, strange colored hair, "Goth" makeup, and other forms of "body art", it seems like more and more people are expressing themselves in what some might call unusual "fashion." Often dental practitioners call it unprofessional. Yet, that doesn’t always stop those who want to express themselves from doing so. In the employment arena, this can surface in the hiring process and ongoing staff management.
So, how do you respond when an applicant reports for an interview wearing what you consider to be unacceptable body art? Can you reject the applicant as a poor fit for your practice on that basis alone? Or, how do you react when a staff member shows up for work with a brand new nose ring or what you consider to be an unacceptable appearance? Can you tell the employee to have the nose ring removed or otherwise change his/her appearance?

Well the good news is that in one recent Court of Appeals decision, a company’s interest in fostering a conservative business image trumped an employee’s right to wear an eyebrow ring under a local ordinance that prohibited discrimination based on personal appearance. It should be noted that other courts have agreed.

When addressing issues of professional appearance and/or attire, here are a few considerations:

1. In general, employers may have a right to reject an applicant and/or require that existing employees remove or cover up unacceptable body displays.
2. While true in most cases, there are some limitations. For example, employers may be asked to prove that they have a legitimate business reason (i.e. desire to portray a conservative public image) for the requirement, that they apply the standard in a non-discriminatory manner, and that requests for an exception to the policy are considered for certain religious beliefs.
3. You should have a comprehensively written appearance and dress code policy before disciplining and/or otherwise adversely affecting an employee for his/her appearance.

Relative to an appearance and dress code policy, most dentists require staff to wear uniforms or otherwise look “appropriate and professional” on the job. Since employees may have different interpretations about what that really means, be sure you specifically define what you mean by “proper,” “appropriate” and “professional.” A well-written dress code and appearance policy prevents misunderstandings and clarifies the issue.

Make sure the policy is fair and that it does not unduly place heavier demands on one sex over another, although it is allowable to have different requirements for men and women. For example, women can be asked to wear makeup even though men would not normally be asked to do the same. By all means, carry out your policy consistently with all employees.
If you require staff to wear a certain type of uniform, you may be responsible for providing and maintaining the uniform or reimbursing employees for the cost. This will depend upon your individual state laws and whether the uniform requirement is considered “industry standard” or “unique.” For example, scrubs or lab coats for certain positions may be an industry standard and could be worn from one job to the next, which relieves the employer of the cost. Other specific uniform requirements, such as black slacks and blue shirts, would probably be considered unique and would require payment as well as care.

One other important aspect to be addressed in your policy is safety or sanitation issues. Take into consideration that some piercings or body ornaments may raise legitimate safety or sanitary concerns. This also would include the type of footwear worn by staff. Open toe shoes, slippers and sneakers could represent a safety issue, as well as long hair hanging loose.

Your policy manual should also note that you will attempt to make reasonable accommodations in regard to an employee’s sincerely held religious beliefs concerning appearance. Federal and state laws protect employees from discrimination based on religion. The term “religion” includes “all aspects of religious observance and practice, as well as belief,” and you can require that proof be provided of the religious belief. Thus, you are required to make reasonable accommodations for the sincerely held religious beliefs of an applicant or employee if at all possible. Reasonable accommodations would include an employee’s religious creed that affects ornaments or style of attire.
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Your accommodation policy should be in writing and state, among other key points:

* That an accommodation request must be made in writing;
* That it must be submitted directly to the owner/manager (or designated person);
* Whether or not proof of the religious tenet will be required;
* What steps will be taken to resolve conflict;
* That the request will be carefully evaluated taking into consideration:
  1. The cost of the accommodation in relation to the size of the practice,
  2. The number of employees working in the particular assignment,
  3. The number of employees needing the accommodation and
  4. The safety of the person and others.

A reasonable accommodation may include:

* Tying hair back or wearing a hairnet;
* Wearing religious garb in a particular color scheme;
* Modifying dress code requirements to allow for certain deviations;
* Covering up tattoos;
* Removing body piercings, or wearing a plastic retainer in place of a piercing.

Follow these steps to process a request for an accommodation and reduce the risk of lawsuits:

1. Engage in a conversation to discuss the employees’ particular needs. They should at least know that you will make a sincere effort to accommodate their needs.
2. If an accommodation is made, check periodically with employees to ensure their satisfaction with the arrangement.
3. If an accommodation is not possible, the employer must show that he/she initiated good faith efforts to reasonably accommodate the employee’s religious practices but could not do so without "undue hardship." For example, showing that accommodating an employee’s religious clothing would cause a significant workplace safety risk.
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